
WILDERNESS ADVENTURERS OF ONTARIO 

JANUARY 26-27, 2013          SNOWSHOE REPORT, LIMBERLOST LODGE 

Submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements of attending Limberlost lodge by Eugene 

Determining that the Limberlost Lodge we were supposed to go to was not in Thessalon we headed 

northeast rather than northwest. The fun really started on the drive up to Huntsville characterized by 

the traditional stop and go traffic of the slog up highway 400 that seems to distinguish the beginning of 

so many WA adventures but soon we were enjoying wind, snow, ice-covered roads and the black of 

night. As we turned onto Limberlost Road South the real world ended and abruptly the magic began as 

we were treated to a fantasyland ride downhill through a virtual tunnel of snow laden trees arching over 

the snow packed road illuminated only by the headlights of our salt encrusted vehicle.  I don’t believe 

that Alice’s descent through the rabbit hole was any more enthralling and we didn’t even have our 

snowshoes on yet.  As we emerged from the trees we saw Limberlost for the first time. It was bathed in 

the radiant light of a full moon set in a field of pristine white snow sequined with mini-flashes of 

scintillating ice crystals.  

Those who foolishly began 

their trip early to avoid the 

traffic missed all of this. 

I wondered where the name 

had come from and was 

relieved to discover that it 

had a reasonable explanation 

as outlined by Uncle Joe in, 

Limberlost Tales: A Summer 

With Uncle Joe.”There is a 

pine tree on the property”, 

he explained: “It is called a 

Limber Pine because its 

branches and twigs are extremely flexible and can actually be tied in knots without breaking. They 

normally grow in rock crevices and exposed ridges in the southern Canadian Rockies and in the western 

United States. That tree, or another one like it, was discovered on the property by a naturalist nearly 

one hundred years ago. His name was John Simmons, and you may have read some of his poetry, 

including a poem about the Limber Tree and how it was lost and far away from its natural home. 

Sometime thereafter, this area and the roads leading to it became known as the Limber Lost Pine 

Property. Not too many people know this history.” 



I was curious if this was the real origin since the book is a work of 

fiction and began, what any right thinking individual would do, a 

search on google thereby discovering that there are a slew of 

Limberlosts besides the ones in Thessalon and Huntsville.  After 

experiencing the complex of trails, roads, unrestored trails, canoe 

routes and pole lines with the “aid” of the obligatory map on sale 

for a tooney it would not have surprised me if the name didn’t 

somehow derive in the manner described for another site which 

“… came from the following circumstance: A man named James 

Miller, while hunting along its banks, became lost. After various 

fruitless efforts to find his way home, in which he would always 

come around to the place of starting, he determined to go in a 

straight course, and so, every few rods he would blaze a tree. 

While doing this, he was found by friends. Being an agile man, he 

was known as 'limber Jim,' and, after this, the stream was called 

'Limberlost.' “ 

 My recommendation is therefore that you use the “map” you purchased only for its intended purpose, 

as a place mat. Your life may depend on this if you should find yourself lost at Limberlost whether or not 

you are limber. But I digress. 

Apparently having had some experience with the territory the administration had 

wisely divided up the assembled company into suitable groups each headed by a 

fearless leader.  As can be surmised by the title of this report Hana and, I lacking 

skies, were appropriately triaged into the snowshoe group courageously led by 

Fayyaz. Our ranks were swelled by Diane, Gordon and Pat. 

    

 

After climbing to the top 

of the ski hill Diane, 

choosing discretion as the 

better part of valour 

elected to decamp to the 

comfort of the fireside 

and then to abandon her 

snowshoes for skies. 



 

There were more trees and more snow and more beautiful vistas and pretty girls posing in the snow.

               



Eventually we made our way around the shore of Buck Lake 

to a warming hut where we ate lunch and where with a few 

scraps of wood that we found made a fire and tried to 

increase the warmth  by lighting all the candles we could 

find. The hot orange juice was a welcome boost and worth 

lighting the fire for. 

After lunch we headed to poverty portage where Hana and I 

decided, after briefly starting up the trail to High Lake, to 

head back to the lodge wherever that was.  It soon became 

abundantly clear that the master trail map was more 

schematic and distorted than it first appeared. After several 

wrong turns and reassured by the fact that we were carrying 

headlamps we were able to relocate ourselves and arrived in 

time for hot showers at amron cabin and appetizers in the 

main lodge and  had spared the assembled company the 

necessity of organizing a search party. 

 

 

 

 

 



Fayyaz demonstrated how to avoid crossing the frozen stream and most followed his example. 

 

 

Tasty appetizers and sumptuous multicourse main meal including three versions of fruit crisp were a 

perfect end to a perfect day. 



On Sunday after a satisfying breakfast and with only a half day of leisure remaining Fayyaz choose a less 

ambitious route around Solitaire Lake.  The day was sunny, the sky blue, the wind calm and the mercury 

climbing above -25oC. 

 

 

 Diane, laid low by some foul malady, opted for the fireside as did Hana leaving yours truly, Pat, Gordon 

and Fearless Leader to soldier on. 

 

 



I don’t think I would have found the trail without Fayyaz 

birddogging for us.  It was anything but obvious.  

 As we were on snowshoes we could climb up to the lookout 

which was denied to our ski bound brethren.  They also missed 

having a branch load of snow down their necks every time they 

failed to duck far enough under a limb.  I avoided this by always 

staying behind Gordon who is head and shoulders taller than I 

am. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And we could still enjoy the lake view. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So… back to the lodge for delicious leftovers from the night before, cleanup and fond farewells.  


